
guide to have returned by that route and passed, me un-
noticed, unless he possessed the power of rendering himself
invisible. To probe the matter to the bottom. I commenced
digging. The ground was exceedingly hard and my pro-
gress correspondingly slow. I threw out several shovels of
earth and then climbed up the bank and examined it. I came
upon a nugget., worth at least fi-ve pounds, then another and
another, but all smaller than the first. All of my mining in-
stincts were aroused and I forgot the strange circumstances

under which I had been led to the mine. Again I entered
the pit and set to work with all my energy and again I was
handsomely rewarded. The féver of greed seized upon me
and I worked as if my life depended on the result. The

seventh time I began digging but the first thrust of the
shovel brought it in contact with some hard substance. I
stooped down and found that I had uncovered the complete

skeleton of a man. An indiscribable terror seized upon me.
I had been mining in a grave. I am. not superstitious but
for the first I clearly realized the uncanny circumstances
which surionnded my discovery. . I imagined that I heard
vague whisperings in the air and that a rumbling sound came
swelling up the valley. I lost my presence of mind, threw
down the shovel and ran for my life. I would have sworn

that a legion of nameless fiends were at my very heels, so
insane was my fright. When I emerged from, the hills the

moon was shining calmly and the sense of peace and repose
brought me to my senses. I walked rapidly to the farmhouse,
which was in sight, crept in and without undressing threw
myself on the bed. I was soon asleep n*or did I awake until

the housewife called me to breakfast.
When I discovered that I was dressed I was amazed. Iý

remembered distinctly going to bed the previous eveni-ng,ý
but had no recollection of having got up during the night,
until by chance I put my hand in my pocket and drew out
one of the nuggets. Then it all came back to me with a viv-
idness which was startling in its intensity. There could bé
no doubt of the mine for the gold in my pockets was worth
fully one hundred and fifty pounds.

I resolved tÉat I would keep my discovery a secret and
continue to, work the mine which had yielded such handsome
results in a single night. . Then I repaired to the hills and
began my seach. Half an hour convinced me that I retain-
ed not the slightest clew as to, the location of the mine.
Day after day I continued the search but in vain. No trace
of the valley could I discover andfinally T was compelled to
admit that a doubt existed in =y mind as, to whether the
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